
Arowwai Industries

Innovation and Cibersecurity
to  protect your company



WHO ARE WE?
Ewala is an innovative technology-based company founded in
2021 to provide cybersecurity, privacy and data protection
services to the productive sector.

We are specialized in Industrial Cybersecurity and IT
Cybersecurity.
We develop our own tools thanks to the incorporation
of a R+D+i department.
We offer 100% personalized cybersecurity services,
providing the best tailored solution for each case.
From our financial department, we advise clients on
project financing.



OUR TEAM
Our team involves professionals with extensive experience:

Computer engineers
Criminologists
Graduates in naval machines
Engineers in geomatics and topography
PhD Chemists
Graduates in economics

This convergence of profiles leads us to discussions, confront
our positions and share different points of view, and all of this
translates into a professional service that has a global
company vision, obtained from very different angles



Ewala is a provider of managed cybersecurity services that
also develops its own applications through its R+D+I
department, always in the field of information security, with
the aim of improving the security of your company.

Web application that allows you to centrally search for
indicators of compromise (IOCs), thus facilitating
investigation within security teams (Blue Teams, SOCs,
Incident Response Teams)

SaaS application that continuously monitors the
Internet (Dark Web, Social Networks...) in search of
information about your company that has been leaked
from your company through illicit or accidental means
and is available to third parties who should not have
access to such information. 
Karont3 protects you beyond your control perimeter,
allowing you to detect leaked information before it is
used for criminal purposes, allowing you to monitor
entities such as emails, bank accounts, bitcoin
accounts...

OWN THREAT INTELLIGENCE APPLICATIONS

https://orfeo.ewala.es/
https://www.karont3.tech/es/


EUROPEAN PROJECTS

The Mineskeeper project arises from the Mine the Gap
funding call, a solution developed in collaboration with
Tecmina Minera Aplicada and HIotee. 
MinesKeeper is a solution capable of centrally and
continuously monitoring various health safety
indicators of workers in mines and quarries.

Ewala has been recently awarded with the Neotec Program, a
highly competitive financing initiative with institutional
recognition aimed at supporting the creation and launch of
new technology-based business projects. Currently we are
developing an application designed to protect vulnerable
industrial devices that cannot be replaced or updated. 
This application is focused on learning the typical behavior of
Legacy OT devices, allowing it to detect abnormal activities in
a timely manner and prevent them from causing disruptions
in industrial processes.



DISTINCTIONS AND COLLABORATIONS



TECHNICAL TRAINING
CERTIFICATES



VISIT US

https://www.ewala.es/
https://www.karont3.tech/
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